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After ten years in prison, the 47-year-old returns to the markets. He opens his own firm and takes $23 million of his clients' money. VN:F [1.9.22_1171] Farewell, my good friend. Thanks for the laughs. The Wolf of Wall Street is an American biographical dark comedy film based on Jordan Belfort's memoir of the same name. The film was directed by Martin Scorsese and stars Leonardo DiCaprio as Wall Street
stockbroker Jordan Belfort, a charismatic, but easily corrupt man. He finds himself caught between his business and his mischievous whims while pursuing the "high life" and the money to get there. The film also stars Jonah Hill, Matthew McConaughey, Margot Robbie, Jonah Lomu, Martin Sheen, and Juno Temple. Scorsese earned a nomination for Best Director at the 89th Academy Awards and DiCaprio
was nominated for Best Actor. As of March 2013, the film had grossed over $439 million worldwide, with a production budget of $60 million. The film received positive reviews and was named one of the best films of 2013 by numerous publications. Many have cited it as one of the best films of the 2010s, and in 2015 it was named one of the greatest films of all time. The Wolf of Wall Street is a dark comedy
that explores the rise of Jordan Belfort, an ambitious but charming stockbroker who quickly becomes the life of the party. Though he was initially seen as a regular guy, Jordan quickly learns how to manipulate the system to accumulate enough money to finance his extravagant lifestyle. However, he is never able to escape the consequences of his bad deeds, including a dramatic fall from grace that lands him
in prison, where he is nearly killed. He is then released and unable to resist the allure of his former life, he returns to his old profession with the hope of achieving similar financial success, but with the distinct intent of blowing it all up. When Jordan first finds himself not being able to control his bad habits, he attempts to get his life back on track by joining Alcoholics Anonymous. Despite his apparent success,
he later realizes that in order to make a positive change in his life, he has to be willing to acknowledge the reality that his old ways are not working. Believing himself to be a success, he finds that his old way of doing business has earned him over $19 million, which he 4bc0debe42
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